
anticapitalist.party 
 
Anticapitalist Mastodon instance. Party means fun, not political party. But we're still political. 
 
This instance follows stable updates (currently v1.3.3), it's not getting dev updates from the 
master branch. 
 
Registrations are invite-only on this instance. You must be recommended by a user to get in. 
How to invite a friend to anticapitalist.party ? Or : Joining anticapitalist.party without an invite 
 
Home to 
878 
users 
Who authored 
33,969 
statuses 
Connected to 
1,135 
other instances 
Hello everyone! Basic social rules apply here, and the moderation follows up on each report. 
Every rule violation can end up in an account suspension. 
 
In particular, all forms of transphobia, misogyny, homophobia, racism, fat-shaming, ableism, 
engaging in harrasment, insults, etc are strictly prohibited, and will be dealt with in due course. 
There is no tolerance on shit like this, accounts are suspended without talking, period. 
anticapitalist.party wasn't designed for sensitive militant operations. Such operations shouldn't 
be discussed here, and on any other social network. Details 
Our servers are under French jurisdiction. French laws do apply here. Illegal content will be 
deleted, and may lead to an account suspension. 
Porn is allowed, with NSFW tag on. Porn without that tag will be deleted. 
Content Warning HAS to be used for the following : 
violence (text and medias) 
stories including *phobias (text and medias) 
sexual content (text and medias) 
Please remember to use the NSFW tags for all of the above, are medias are displayed enven 
with Content Warning on. 
Parody accounts are allowed, and are advised to specify that they are as such in their 
description or name. 
We're blocking the following instances (what I think about blocking instances) : 
instance severity reason 
shitposter.club suspend harrassment 
freezepeach.xyz suspend harrassment 
sealion.club suspend harrassment 
rainbowdash.net suspend harrassment 



social.headsca.la suspend harrassment 
unsafe.space suspend harrassment 
noagendasocial.com suspend harrassment 
pawoo.net suspend pedophilia 
presidentielle.tech silence annoying bots 
mastodon.technology silence big instance with no CoC at the time of blocking 
gs.smuglo.li silence lots of nsfw pictures without the tag 
Please use the report feature if you see a rule violation. Be specific by including a comment 
 
@Akatookey is in charge of moderation 
@corzntin is in charge of technical and security stuff 
⚠️ Warning! I am not a professional sysadmin, and downtime may happen — you have been 
warned. 
 
Don’t forget to follow me on Mastodon and Twitter to stay up-to-date with problems, updates 
and server downtime : @corzntin 
 
The ancom elefriend displayed on Getting Started page was made by @cigazze and is published 
under CC-BY 3.0. Thanks to her for her work ! 
 
Because hosting has a cost, donations can be made on Patreon, PayPal, or using Bitcoins : 
13WxR6gsxDu6Wt4JpTHuAxK64GHHzgVHjY. Thanks very much ! 


